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Gaza: Murdering Children for Sport
Ayman Mohyeldin was an Egyptian reporter for al-Jazeera English
who had covered dozens of major events in the Middle East for many
American and other networks. His reputation was enormous, and his
reporting on the Israeli assault on Gaza was such a stellar journalistic
performance that NBC “aggressively pursued him to leave Al Jazeera,
paying him far more than the standard salary . . .” His new assignment
for NBC was to cover Israel and Palestine, a task greatly assisted by
his ability to speak Arabic and his intimate knowledge of the Middle
East and its history.
But in July of 2014 Mohyeldin was abruptly removed from NBC by
David Verdi, a top NBC executive, who ordered Mohyeldin to leave
Gaza immediately. NBC attributed Mohyeldin’s removal to
unspecified “security concerns”, but there was an additional factor at
play. Pg 1-3

Drag-queen story time: A tale of dark defence

This is the tale of a school called Glencoats Primary School in Paisley,
Scotland. One day, a drag queen with a most racy social media profile,
called FlowJob (no, really), and a Scottish National Party MP, Mhairi
Black, visited the school as part of LGBT History Month to read a
story and discuss Section 28 (long-repealed Scottish legislation
prohibiting the promotion of homosexuality in schools) to four- and
five-year-olds in the first year of primary school. Pg 3-7

Coronavirus: why it’s not like the other fake epidemics
As always, I suggest new readers go back and acquaint themselves
with all my articles on the coronavirus situation (archive here https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/category/sars/ ). I can’t possibly recapitulate
the full scope of details, evidence, and analysis each time I write a
piece.
In today’s episode of virus fakery and population mind control, I
examine the one important difference between this phony epidemic
and its predecessors—West Nile, SARS, MERS, Swine Flu, Ebola,
Zika.
Size matters. That’s the difference.
By which I mean, the size of the lie. Pg 7-8

Putin saves Erdogan from
himself
Once again it was Russia that just
prevented the threatened ‘Muslim
invasion’ of Europe advertised by
Erdogan
At the start of their discussion
marathon in Moscow on Thursday,
Russian President Vladimir Putin
addressed Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan with arguably the
most extraordinary diplomatic gambit
of the young 21st century. Pg 8-10

Exclusive: Vanessa Beeley
Interviews Yemeni
Ambassador in Damascus
The US, UK-backed neo-colonialist
war against Yemen enters its fifth
year. The Saudi alliance of aggression
has pulverised entire swathes of
Yemeni territory, decimated
infrastructure, bombed hospitals into
oblivion - all with armaments and
weapons systems supplied by the
UK/US military industrial complex.
Pg 10 -15

Additional Articles
Coronavirus: Brand new
problem, same old reaction:
Pg15-17

The Futility of Russian Deals
with Erdogan: Pg 17-19
Coronavirus: Civil Liberties
Once Given Away, Won’t
Come Back: Pg 19-20
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Palestinian children and
One can imagine there was some
murdering them for sport. The Jewish pressure in the follow-up,
Harper’s piece is not available since the executive producer of
online, but Hedges repeated his the Chris Hedges segment was
Source:
accusations on National Public suddenly saying, “We should
https://www.globalresearch.ca/murderi
Radio’s “Fresh Air” show
have asked some clarifying
ng-children-sport/5706188
(October 30).
follow-ups, exploring this story
from the Israeli side, . . . and to
By Larry Romanoff
Hedges, in one passage in the
try to understand the perspective
11-page article in Harper’s, said of an Israeli soldier on the front
Mohyeldin had been playing
that he was at the refugee camp lines.” Hedges appeared to have
soccer on a beach with four
small Palestinian boys, and had on Sunday afternoon, June 17, been a bit frightened as well.
when a voice came over the
no sooner backed away from
Israeli loudspeaker saying,
The Jewish Israeli apologists
them, and was not so many
meters distant from them, when “Come on, dogs, where are all were of course out in full force:
the dogs of Khan Younis? Come!
an Israeli gunboat which had
Come!” Come on, dogs, where “It is certainly true that no other
been monitoring them from a
short distance offshore, fired an are all the dogs of Khan Younis? army has such restrained orders
Boys, most no more than 10 or
as the Israeli army. . . Israeli
artillery shell directly into the
11
years
old,
according
to
soldiers
have orders not to shoot
group of boys, blowing them all
unless they are in direct
to bits. Mohyeldin had witnessed Hedges, responded to the taunts
by
throwing
rocks
over
an
danger.
. . Israeli soldiers are
the deliberate murder of four
electric
fence
at
two
armored
instructed
never to shoot to kill,
small Palestinian boys by the
and then, to aim only at the
Israeli military and submitted a Israeli jeeps. . . . A percussion
grenade
scattered
one
group
of
source
of the shooting, never
full report to NBC who scuttled
boys, writes Hedges.
randomly. . . Hedges claim is so
his report to replace it with a
far-fetched, that the virulently
different version presented by
The soldiers, shooting with Manti-Semitic Arabic press —
his replacement.
16 rifles equipped with silencers, which in the past has concocted
outrageous slander . . . it is
But it was too late. Mohyeldin sent bullets that “tumble endover-end
through
the
children’s
impossible
to disprove Hedges’
had already posted on social
claim — because we were not
media photos of the boys, their slight bodies,” killing 11-yearold
Ali
Murad
and
seriously
there. But we suspect Hedges
names, and the game, and was so
wounding
four
more,
three
of
wasn’t
there, either. His account
distraught at what he had seen
them under 18, according to
is rife with factual errors and
that he had already posted
Hedges.
On
the
previous
day,
he
fails
to stand up to scrutiny. . .
graphic evidence on the same
How a reputable newspaper
social media of the event he had writes, eight were shot under
similar
circumstances,
six
of
could
print such lies is beyond
just witnessed. If not for his
them under 18. Hedges writes he
me. . .”
instinctive actions, the event
has
seen
children
shot
in
El
would never have been known.
Salvador, Guatemala and
According to “a former Israeli
Sarajevo,
and
mothers
with
soldier who served in Gaza” –
But this was nothing.
infants lined up and massacred “No soldier is allowed to shoot
in Algeria, “but I have never
on his own — unless he is in a
The October, 2001 edition of
before
watched
soldiers
entice
life threatening moment — even
Harper’s Magazine features “A
children like mice into a trap
after that the incident is
Gaza Diary,” where reporter
and
murder
them
for
sport”.”
reviewed by higher
Chris Hedges accuses Israeli
commanders. I never saw in all
soldiers of deliberately goading

Gaza: Murdering
Children for Sport
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my duty Israeli soldier entice
others into violence. Even when
we were working at checkpoints,
we were told to deal with
Palestinians with dignity. Even
when we arrested known
terrorists, they were dealt with
dignity.”

descriptions of the
took shelter at the al-Fakhoura
circumstances of each killing. I school in Jabaliya refugee camp.
can barely stomach to look at
them.
It has been so bad that a new
word emerged from the carnage
But it isn’t only children, and it in Gaza: “scholasticide” – the
isn’t only killing Palestinians.
systematic destruction by Israeli
The Israeli military and the
forces of centers of education
Jewish citizens of Israel have
dear to Palestinian society, as the
But even this was nothing.
many other methods to destroy ministry of education was
the will and the life of the Arabs bombed, the infrastructure of
Gideon Levy wrote that “killing in Palestine.
teaching destroyed, and schools
children is no longer a big deal.
across the Gaza strip targeted for
The plain fact, which must be
The military repeatedly bombs attack by the air, sea and ground
stated clearly, is that the blood all the schools in Gaza, claiming offensives.
of hundreds of Palestinian
they are the source of ‘rocket
children is on our hands.”
attacks’ on Israel. The Israeli
But the inhuman travesties
government has clearly
extend far beyond this. The West
This part would have to be true. instructed its military to target Bank is dotted with hundreds of
During the past 20 years,
and destroy all educational
checkpoints through which
thousands of Palestinian children institutions in Gaza, as part of an Palestinians must pass to go
have been killed, at one point in overall plan to eviscerate the
anywhere. According to so many
March of 2012, the estimate was social structure of Palestine and reports, they are consistently
that about 60% of all children
its people.
harassed at these checkpoints,
killed had been shot in the head,
abused, beaten and humiliated,
in one case by a father trying to During Israel’s Operation “Cast often made to strip to their
shield his boy from being killed. Lead”, more than 280 schools underwear before being
He failed.
and kindergartens were
permitted passage – if they are
destroyed in Gaza in less than 3 permitted to pass. Often, they
weeks by the Jewish military.
are not.
Also rendered unusable were
Gaza University and the Islamic The degradation of Palestinians
University. Jewish military
apparently knows no bounds.
forces directly and intentionally There are many videos on the
bombarded the United Nations internet of Israeli soldiers
school which was sheltering
fondling womens’ breasts as a
more than 1,300 people. Gaza’s prerequisite to crossing a checkAmerican school was similarly point. One report described how
destroyed by intensive
an Israeli soldier, examining a
bombardment with white
man and his wife attempting to
Palestinian children have their
phosphor munitions. The photos pass thorough a check-point,
limbs blown off by DIME
of small children on fire and
repeatedly fondled the woman’s
explosives and phosphor bombs,
being burned to death from the breasts and, when the husband
both of which are illegal even in
phosphor bombs, are sufficient didn’t respond, the soldier
wartime, but they are used in
to turn your stomach. Countless exhibited his penis to the woman
Palestine against civilians. I
children were killed. In another and then urinated on her
have in my possession many
attack, at least 43 civilians were husband. When the man finally
hundreds of photos of dead
massacred on 6 January as they threw a punch at the soldier, he
Palestinian children, with
2
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jumped back, took out his
the entire police staff who were
Drag-queen story
handgun, and shot the man dead. performing exercises in the
station courtyard. They regularly time: A tale of dark
There are so many testimonials conduct air strikes on civilian
defence
by witnesses, both Jewish and areas, reducing hundreds of
Gentile, of the violence and
home to rubble on each
Source:
degradation by Jews in the West occasion.
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/drag
-queen-story-time-tale-dark-defence
Bank to fill a very large book.
One Jewish visitor said, “I
This is not a matter of a few
By Dr Bruce Scott
watched two young teenagers
‘bad apples’ committing
near Kiryat Arba force a
unapproved crimes. No
Palestinian family at gunpoint to government – no government When the story got out, the
school closed its Twitter account
get on their hands and knees
can commit such atrocities
and bark like a dog while a jeep against humans, against their to non-followers/non-followed,
full of IDF soldiers 20 feet away neighbors, people who live in the headteacher (Michelle
Watson) did the same, and
laughed.”
the same place, without the
silent consent of the majority LGBT Youth Scotland blocked
anybody who dared raise a whiff
But even this doesn’t give
of their population. If the
outsiders a true picture of daily majority of Americans didn’t of criticism of the event.
life in Palestine. There are
love war and the idea of war,
countless documented reports of there would be no American Soon afterwards, the local
the Israeli military using
wars. If the Jewish citizens of council where the school is
located, Renfrewshire,
Palestinian livestock for target Israel didn’t approve of the
apologised, stating that had
practice, occasionally driving by brutal and inhumane
aspects of the drag queen been
a pasture and shooting dead
treatment of Palestinians, it
known (e.g. his social media
every farm animal. There are
would soon stop. Benjamin
countless documented reports of Netanyahu has been responsible profile), he would not have been
Jewish Israeli settlers in the West for much of these atrocities for hired. John Swinney of the
Bank, either uprooting, chopping many years, but he is repeatedly Scottish Government also
apologised and said the visit
down, or dousing with gasoline elected.
should not have happened. Yet
and setting on fire all the olive
despite apologies from official
trees in Palestinian lands, meant
sources, many people, including
to eliminate their sources of
LGBT organisations, politicians
income and drive them from
(including SNP ones, and, yes,
their lands. This is done under
including Mhairi Black MP
the protection of the Israeli
herself), journalists, social
Military, watching from a few
commentators and activists are
meters away. Jewish villages
defending the visit.
built in the West Bank are
invariably on the sole source of
Of course, it is all over the news.
water in the area, from that point
The inhumanity of the Jews’ The story is trending in social
on forbidden to Palestinians.
Arabs are no longer permitted to brutality and savage treatment media, and articles (in defence
of Palestinian children must be of the drag queen visit) are
fish in their own waters.
brought to consciousness in all defending it in terms of the usual
countries, until the
and tired tropes; inclusion,
The israeli military regularly
groundswell
of
public
opinion
diversity and tackling LGBT
bomb Palenstinian police
bullying. The banal, thoughtless
stations, on one occasion killing cannot be ignored.
defences go along the lines of
3
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“it’s a man in a dress; what’s the
harm?”, or “it shows kids that
one can express oneself freely”.
A very thoughtless defence was
delivered by Orwell Prize
winner Darren McGarvey in an
article in the Daily Record (27
February 2020):

they who succeeded in getting children as young as 11.
the act pulled. The big question
is: why has the Scottish
Returning to the McGarvey
Government not apologised for article in defence of the event
this event at Dunbar? Indeed,
that took place at Glencoats
East Lothian Council were
Primary School, his argument is
defiant in their defence of the
laced with a (not insignificant)
Happy Fest event. An East
dose of parent-bashing. From the
Lothian Council spokeswoman, title of the article:
Children in primary school are reported in an article in the East
smart enough to understand Lothian Courier on 13 February
Hysteria drowns out the real
concepts like death, illness, and 2020, said:
debate going on after
war, but not sexual identity and
controversial drag queen visit to
relationships?
We strongly refute any
school.
suggestion that we ‘promote a
What is omitted from the
philosophy’ that is ‘confusing And he writes passages such as:
defence of this event — as
and dangerous to young people'.
indeed it was, glaringly, in
It is therefore not hard to see
McGarvey’s article — was that Yet they cancelled the drag act.
why many believe an
the parents had not been
If the act was (eventually)
undercurrent of homophobia is
informed beforehand about the deemed inappropriate, does that
at play — it undoubtedly is.
visit. Furthermore, at present,
mean the act was not in line with
the parents and the public are at their philosophy? Was the act
And:
a loss to understand who booked not confusing or dangerous to
the act for the visit; who did the young people? If the school was While I am hesitant to outrightly
risk assessment for the visit;
doing nothing wrong, why
rubbish (let me be polite) nonwho signed it off; and, of course, cancel the act after people raised rational parental anxiety, I must
what role Mhairi Black MP
concerns? I suppose the big
iterate that being queer is not a
played in arranging the visit.
question is: why has the Scottish learned behaviour — it can’t be
Government been utterly silent
taught, only accepted.
I suppose the council and John on Dunbar Grammar School, yet
Swinney feel that an apology is apologised for Glencoats
LGBTQ education is primarily
enough, that it was just a blip, Primary school’s DragGate?
about making it safe for people
and everything can go back to Something does not add up.
to come to terms with who they
normal and resume as it was.
are and educating others on how
But no, it cannot. This is not the The aforementioned article in
to support them.
only Scottish school booking
the East Lothian Courier (which
inappropriate drag queens for
supported Dunbar Happy Fest,
Still, this issue isn’t cut and dry
school events. Dunbar Grammar along with Pride Saltire) closed — and Twitter doesn’t make it
School in East Lothian had a
and deleted comments on the
any easier. We may never know
drag act pulled from its line up article on the newspaper's
a parent’s reason for being
for its Happy Fest event on 19 website soon after publication,
unnerved by the thought of a
February 2020. The Scottish
giving no reason for this action.
stranger discussing intimate
Family Party made two videos The reason, I suspect, is because topics with their children —
(on YouTube the comments showed that there especially when so young and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
was outrage that a highly
with someone nicknamed after a
v=zSYnoqL7QsI&list=PL274HdtFpSA sexualised drag act had been
sex act.
cIYTnUfS0baQBp-k_OYPsr) about
booked by the school for
this Happy Fest event; it was
4
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Those more understandable
concerns were, however,
predictably coloured by those
who saw the episode as a green
light to broadcast their
ignorance, confusing vague,
reactionary impulse with
reasoned argument and
conflating queer culture with
sexual deviance — a classic
homophobic trope.
This I condemn in the firmest
possible terms.
The school apologised but let’s
be clear what for. It doesn’t
change the fact LGBTQinclusive education is essential
in a 21st-century curriculum.
McGarvey’s disdain for parental
concern over the drag queen
visit to Glencoats is summed up
in this tweet by him:
Parents are entitled to express
any concerns regarding what
their children are exposed to at
school. But also worth bearing
in mind that the biggest
influence on child's development
are parents and caregivers.
People they know. Anyway good
night x
Unsurprisingly, McGarvey is a
champion of the Adverse
Childhood Experiences
“movement” in Scotland
(ACEs), essentially a Named
Person Mark II, designed to
impose Big Brother state
meddling on children and family
life. What is surprising is that
McGarvey is an Orwell Prize
winner, yet, despite this, he
supports the ACE movement,

which to all intents and purposes protect children.
is an Orwellian “risk prevention”
social policy initiative. He is
The reason given by pro-queer
also a big supporter of the TIE theorists to justify the decision
Campaign ("Time for Inclusive to “correct” this omission is that
Education", which advocates
it denies children engagement
LGBT inclusive education in
with vital information about
Scottish schools). It is no
sexualities, silences the sexual
wonder, then, that his article
voice of children and erases their
rings with a tone of parental
sexual agency; that it exists to
chastisement, doused with the explore how to make “safe
spell-word of “homophobia” and spaces” in primary schools in
the essential need for children to which children can talk about
be exposed to queer theory and sexualities, their parents’
gender/trans ideology from
sexualities, their parents’ friends’
Primary 1 (age 4/5) upwards.
sexualities and indeed the
sexualities of the children.
The support of the drag queen Indeed, queer theorists argue
visit to Glencoats Primary
that teachers also should discuss
School and of queer theory by their own sexualities. The aim of
McGarvey and others in schools these interventions? To confound
is misguided. The advocates of it or confuse heterosexuality or
obviously do not understand
heteronormativity.
queer theory and its role in
schools.
There is an even darker aspect of
queering the classroom. This
Queer theory underpins the
entails the overt disdain for
philosophy of LGBT-inclusive heteronormativity and the
programmes such as the No
rejection of heterosexuality and
Outsiders project in England and reproduction.
the TIE campaign in Scotland.
The objectives of queer theory Queer theorists argue that there
are to understand the operation is a need to challenge
of “heteronormativity”
"reproductive futurism" (the
(heterosexual behaviour,
human reproduction of children
lifestyle), its normalisation, and and its heterosexual nature) and
to develop means to challenge that queering the classroom and
its normativity, in primary
human reproduction are at odds
schools.
with each other. Queer
philosophy goes yet further. It
A more sinister aim of queer
questions the rationale for
theory is to address the omission teaching children at all, as queer
in primary schools of sexuality, existences or lifestyles are
pleasure, bodies and desire,
antagonistic to a reproductive
which ordinarily within
future; as in heteronormativity,
educational settings with
where the future, child and
children is omitted (quite rightly, family are valued. The notion of
in my opinion) in order to
the family, a biological Mum
5
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and Dad, heterosexuality,
commitment to heterosexual
monogamy, and devotion to
one’s children and to the
future of mankind all need to
be sacrificed on the altar of
queer theory. Therefore, queer
theorists present alternative
sexualities (LGBT/queer
sexualities), alternative lifestyles
(e.g. open
relationships/polyamory), and
the proposition that sex is only
for pleasure and that immediate
gratification is the ideal of a
queer utopia.
These ideas are perhaps
appropriate for the realms of
university study, adult
behaviour and lifestyle, but
they are certainly not
appropriate in a child’s
primary school classroom.

child can indeed be a very
And let us not forget a
powerful destabiliser of a
publication highlighted on
child’s life. An adult’s
Twitter by Dr E.M. Pankhurst,
narcissistic desire to induce
The Betrayal of Youth
children into the adult sexual
(https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/1
world through education is
0.1080/0098559810070413), in
inappropriate. The thing is, the which the authors argued for the
heterosexual adult sexual
legitimacy of childhood
world is not being pushed on sexuality and the lowering of the
to schoolchildren either, so
age of consent. In this, they were
why is there the need for the following the example of many
anti-heteronormativity
queer theorists, including Michel
agenda? These same points
Foucault, Simone de Beauvoir,
were raised by the Values
Jean-Paul Sartre and Julia
Foundation in a meeting on
Kristeva.
Relationships and Sexual
Education held at the Houses of
Parliament on 27 February 2020.

But let us end on — I apologise
— a sober reminder of some
darker aspects of childhood
sexual abuse which the general
narrative of defence is avoiding.
Dr Jacqui Dillon, herself a
Now, this is the really serious
victim of childhood sexual
part, which defenders of drag
abuse, bravely wrote in the
queens and queer theory in
Morning Star, in her article
schools should really think
“Easy as PIE — the rebranding
about. Inviting the child into the of paedophilia”, on 12
adult sexual world, even to
September 2019:
sexual ideas, can be very risky.
As victims of child sexual
Perpetrators frequently Deny
abuse attest to, exposure to
their behaviour, Attack the
physical acts or the sexual
individual who is holding them
idea, at an age where it is not to account and Reverse the roles
appropriate can have lasting
of Victim and Offender, so that
damage. People defending this
the perpetrator assumes the
"event" and/or queer theory
victim role and turns the victim
and gender ideology in schools into the alleged perpetrator.
are wittingly or unwittingly
advocating that children be
The behaviour of these “Maps”
exposed to possible trauma or
* is entirely consistent with
abuse. As someone who has
perpetrator behaviour.”
worked with sex offenders and
victims of childhood sexual
* MAPS — Minor-Attracted
abuse, I can also testify that
Persons
the sexual idea imposed upon a
6
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Of course, I am not suggesting
their sexual life. In terms of
Coronavirus: why
everyone defending queer theory processions, marches, songs,
or gender/trans ideology in
banners, and uniforms, however, it’s not like the other
schools is wittingly advocating reaction undoubtedly has more
fake epidemics
child abuse. Far from it. I am
to offer. We thus see the
just highlighting how the
revolutionary structuring of the
Source:
narrative around these topics has child must involve the freeing of https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020
normalised the idea of childhood his biological motility. This is /03/11/coronavirus-why-its-not-likethe-other-fake-epidemics/
sexuality, the necessity of
indisputable.' (W. Reich, 1936,
queering childhood. It is striking
The Sexual Revolution)
By Jon Rappoport
how similar this narrative has
become to advocates holding
It seems to be quite clear that to
In previous incarnations of
more sinister motives. That is
target children with
“raging outbreaks,” the people
highly concerning and needs to “educational” programmes
controlling the operation (CDC,
be acknowledged.
focussed on LGBT (with a
WHO, etc.) were content to let
heavy focus on the T) sex
their propaganda fade out after a
In addition, this narrative has
education (with a focus on
short time. And as quickly as the
history. I think it would do us
blatantly pornographic
false threat was invented, it
well to meditate on the words of content/ideas/ideology/queer
began to dissolve.
the cultural-Marxist
theory) is an attempt at "freeing
psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich, the sexual motility" of children,
This time, however, the
who was for the destruction of which will have damaging
controllers feel sufficiently
the family and the
knock-on effects: a questioning
emboldened to pour fuel on the
deconstruction of the norms
and confusion regarding gender,
fire of the lie and build it into an
regarding sexual behaviour and sexuality and sexual behaviour,
illusion of conflagration.
practices, for purely political
and an inappropriate exposure to
ends; a so-called liberated
sexual ideas before the relevant
That’s the long and the short of
society, but whereby the sexual developmental milestones have
this story.
liberation becomes a form of
been reached. The reality of
political control:
biological sex and the
In all other respects, the 2020
importance of biological
“epidemic” is identical to the
In contrast, a child whose motor families (e.g. mum, dad) are all
previous duds: farcical
activity is completely free, and being undermined by current
announcement of an outbreak;
whose natural sexuality has Scottish education policies,
miraculously quick and dubious
been liberated in sexual play, and are being defended by
“discovery” of a virus;
will oppose strictly
those who advocate dragdeployment of diagnostic tests
authoritarian, ascetic
queen story time and queer
that don’t work; deceptive
influences. Political reaction theory in schools.
inflation of case numbers;
can always compete with
ludicrous claim of global spread;
revolutionary education in the Here ends the dark tale of
where actual illness is occurring,
authoritarian, superficial
defence.
a cover-up of the true reasons,
influencing of children. But it
which have nothing to do with a
can never do so in the realm of
virus.
sexual education. No
reactionary ideology or political
But since the total tonnage of
orientation can ever accomplish
fear porn propaganda is much
for children what a social
larger this time around, mass
revolution can with respect to
quarantines are possible. These
7
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quarantines, for the dim and
will die. When that doesn’t
Putin saves Erdogan
uninformed, appear to prove (but happen, a good many people will
from himself
don’t) that the virus is highly
remember those bloated
volatile and dangerous.
projections. The boy-who-criedSource: https://thesaker.is/putin-saveswolf factor will kick in,
erdogan-from-himself/
In turn, the quarantines, and an regardless of how many social
accompanying urge for “selfmedia platforms try to erase the
By Pepe Escobar
isolation,” torpedo trade and
past through censorship.
industries and markets.
Putin said: “At the beginning of
Here is an informal list of
our meeting, I would like to
The world population, one more current predictions, from various once again express my sincere
time, is tuned up to accept any sources. I suggest you keep it, in condolences over the death of
and all medical dictates.
order to remember what to
your servicemen in Syria.
remind doomsayers of, when the Unfortunately, as I have already
To put it another way, the
dust clears: containment won’t told you during our phone call,
current coronavirus fantasy
work; the virus will spread
nobody, including Syrian troops,
could have been floated with unchecked all over the globe; the had known their whereabouts.”
the half-hearted intensity of
rate of transmission of the virus
prior epidemic duds. However, and the death rate will escalate; This is how a true world leader
for no other reason than the
the virus is actually a
tells a regional leader, to his
desire to tighten the screws of devastating bioweapon, against face, to please refrain from
control, the choice was made which the human immune
positioning his forces as jihadi
to shove more counterfeit
system has no defense; the virus’ supporters – incognito, in the
chips across the table this time. genetic makeup, containing
middle of an explosive theater of
elements of the deadliest virus war.
For that purpose, China was an ever discovered, HIV, will wreak
ideal starting point. The
unprecedented havoc. You can The Putin-Erdogan face-to-face
government wouldn’t hesitate to add other world-ending
discussion, with only
lock down 100 million citizens predictions as you find them.
interpreters allowed in the room,
—thus ramping up the
lasted three hours, before
“seriousness of the matter” from Oh, there is one other difference another hour with the respective
the get-go—kicking off a
between this phony epidemic
delegations. In the end, it all
worldwide dither. China was the and previous incarnations: the came down to Putin selling an
model. As I predicted, other
recent gigantic expansion of
elegant way for Erdogan to save
nations would pick up the cue YouTube and other social media. face – in the form of, what else,
and feel comfortable about
And given the degree of
yet another ceasefire in Idlib,
following suit. A deranged
censorship that now prevails on which started at midnight on
Italian politician has now
social media—particularly the Thursday, signed in Turkish,
quarantined a quarter of the
lunatic prohibition against
Russian and English – “all texts
country’s population.
“treating tragedies as hoaxes”— having equal legal force.”
billions of tidbits of epidemic
On the bright side, the
fear porn have the upper hand. Additionally, on March 15, joint
controllers are overplaying their
Turkish-Russian patrolling will
hand. How could they not, given It’s almost as if, once social
start along the M4 highway –
their front men fatuously
media had their censors firmly in implying endless mutating
predicting 40 to 70 percent of
place, the green light, signaling strands of al-Qaeda in Syria
the world population will
“coast clear to launch the 2020 won’t be allowed to retake it.
become “infected,” and millions epidemic fairy tale,” flashed on.
8
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If this all looks like déjà vu,
blackmail pressure on the EU
connect Erdogan Khan’s
that’s because it is. Quite a few via the inundation of Lesbos in motivations
official photos of the Moscow Greece with refugees, and we
(https://asiatimes.com/2020/03/empire
s-of-the-steppes-fuel-erdogan-khansmeeting prominently feature
have Erdogan’s trademark
Russian Foreign Minister Sergey modus operandi in full swing. dreams/) with Turkey’s history
and the empires of he steppes.
Lavrov and Defense Minister
Sergey Shoigu – the other two In theory, the new ceasefire will
heavyweights in the room apart force Erdogan to finally abandon Their argument, essentially, is
from both Presidents. In the
all those myriad al Nusra/ISIS that Erdogan is an
wake of Putin, Lavrov and
metastases – what the West calls internationalist, but in Islamic
terms only. Since 2000 he has
Shoigu must have read the riot “moderate rebels,” duly
act to Erdogan in no uncertain weaponized by Ankara. This is managed to create a climate of
terms. That’s enough: now
an absolute red line for Moscow denying ancient Turkish
behave, please – or else face dire – and also for Damascus. There nationalist motives. He does use
consequences.
will be no territory left behind Turkishness, but as one analyst
for jihadis. Iraq is another story: stresses, “he has nothing to do
with ancient Turks. He’s an
ISIS is still lurking around
The second Ataturk
Ikhwani. He doesn’t care about
Kirkuk and Mosul.
Kurds either, as long as they are
A predictable feature of the new
his ‘good Islamists.’”
No NATO fanatic will ever
ceasefire is that both Moscow
and Ankara – part of the Astana admit it, but once again it was
Another analyst points out that,
peace process, alongside Tehran Russia that just prevented the
threatened “Muslim invasion” of “in modern Turkey, being
– remain committed to
Europe advertised by Erdogan. ‘Turkish’ is not related to race,
maintaining the “territorial
Yet there was never any invasion because most Turkish people are
integrity and sovereignty” of
Anatolian, a mixed population.”
in the first place, only a few
Syria. Once again, there’s no
thousand economic migrants
guarantee that Erdogan will
from Afghanistan, Pakistan and So, in a nutshell, what Erdogan
abide.
the Sahel, not Syrians. There are cares about is Idlib, Aleppo,
It’s crucial to recap the basics. no “one million” Syrian refugees Damascus, Mecca and not
on the verge of entering the EU. Southwest Asia or Central Asia.
Turkey is deep in financial
He wants to be “the second
crisis. Ankara needs cash –
badly. The lira is collapsing. The The EU, proverbially, will keep Ataturk.” Yet nobody except
Justice and Development Party blabbering. Brussels and most Islamists sees him this way –
capitals still have not understood and “sometimes he shows his
(AKP) is losing elections.
Former prime minister and party that Bashar al-Assad has been anger because of this. His only
leader Ahmet Davutoglu – who fighting al Nusra/ISIS all along. aim is to beat Ataturk and create
conceptualized neo-Ottomanism They simply don’t understand an Islamic opposite of Ataturk.”
the correlation of forces on the And creating that anti-Ataturk
– has left the party and is
carving his own political niche. ground. Their fallback position would be via neo-Ottomanism.
The AKP is mired in an internal is always the scratched CD of
“European values.” No wonder Crack independent historian Dr
crisis.
the EU is a secondary actor in Can Erimtan, whom I had the
pleasure to meet when he still
Erdogan’s response has been to the whole Syrian tragedy.
lived in Istanbul (he’s now in
go on the offensive. That’s how
self-exile), offers a sweeping
I received excellent feedback
he re-establishes his aura.
Eurasianist background to
Combine Idlib with his maritime from progressive Turkish
Erdogan’s dreams
pretensions around Cyprus and analysts as I attempted to
9
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(https://21stcenturywire.com/2020/02/

understand some very basic
The West’s hypocrisy
elements.
when shedding crocodile
tears over the externally
Well, Vladimir Putin has just
First, Yemen’s resources - oil,
offered the second Ataturk some imposed humanitarian
gas and sea ports (except
disaster in Yemen
breathing room. All bets are off
Hodeida) are controlled by these
28/turkeys-eurasianist-moment-theimportance-of-idlib-and-russia/).

on whether the new ceasefire
will metastasize into a funeral
pyre.

four countries. Therefore they
are, effectively, able to fund
their interventions in Yemen
with our resources. At the same
time, salaries for employees in
Yemen have been cut since 2016
until today. The “humanitarian”
funding from these countries has
actually been stolen from the
Yemeni people.

Exclusive: Vanessa
Beeley Interviews
Yemeni Ambassador
in Damascus

Second, the funds provided to
the UN agencies are
conditional. The UN is under
obligation to conceal the crimes
of the funding countries,
committed in Yemen, which
In January of this year, as an
include the impact of the
example, UN Relief Chief, Mark humanitarian blockade on the
Lowcock, thanked “top donors” Yemeni people. The UN must
to the “Yemen humanitarian
Source:
provide political and media
https://www.ukcolumn.org/article/exclu response plan”. Without a trace
support for these countries
sive-vanessa-beeley-interviewsof irony, Lowcock named the top through their international
yemeni-ambassador-damascus
four aggressors who have
resolutions. The UN ensures
ensured
Yemen
is
bombed
back
these
funds go to projects which
By Vanessa Beeley
to the dark ages - UAE (United
do not directly benefit the
Arab
Emirates),
Saudi
Arabia,
Yemeni
people, so the reality is Despite the illegitimacy of this
US
and
UK.
we
see
the deterioration of the
aggression, NATO member
humanitarian situation in Yemen
states and UN agencies have
The
spokesperson
for
the
year after year, despite these
done little more than to offer lipYemeni Health Ministry, Dr
funds.
service to the inevitable dire
Yusef
Al-Hadhree
“humanitarian” consequences of
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/12/ Third, the UN sought to transfer
such a punitive war that
17/exclusive-vanesssa-beeleycollectively targets the Yemeni interviews-yemens-ministry-of-health- the Yemeni Central Bank from
the Yemeni capital, Sanaa, to
people and popular resistance
spokesperson-dr-youself-al-haderi/),
Aden,
which is under the control
movement, standing firm against explained in greater detail the
of
these
four nations. The
decades of corrupt and resource- hypocrisy of this statement from
decision to do so was made in
plundering Saudi/US/UK
the UN Relief Chief:
2016.
From that day until today,
coalition occupation.
80% of Yemeni people live
The funds that the UN allocates without an annual government
to Yemen are provided by these
budget of $ 15 billion. While
four countries but we must
10
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draining essential capital from Frankly, how does the UN dare who not only resigned in early
our country, the UN boasts it is talk about the “humanity” of 2015 but eventually fled to
“helping” Yemen with $ 2
these criminal countries?
Riyadh where he called upon the
billion.
Saudi regime to bomb the
Sixth, let us presume these
Yemeni people into submission.
Fourth, 25-60% of these funds countries provide $ 2bn dollars The UN effectively maintains
disappear as an “operating
in “humanitarian aid” to
the sadistic “humanitarian”
budget” for the UN-sponsored Yemen. Saudi Arabia and UAE blockade and sanctions on the
organisations and agencies and have spent more than $ 200bn to Yemeni people.
their leaders in Yemen and
purchase American and British
abroad. Yemen receives only the bombs and weapon systems to This hybrid war against Yemen
crumbs from their table. For
murder the Yemeni people. The is one of the worst crimes
example, the health sector plan same countries have squandered against humanity of our lifetime.
in Yemen for 2019 was duly
an estimated $ 2000 bn on the
submitted to the UN. To date, war against Yemen and the siege The hidden role of Israel
only 19% has been
of the Yemeni people. Where is
in the Saudi-led war of
implemented. There is a deficit
their “humanity” Lowcock?
aggression against Yemen
of 81%. So why should we, the
Yemeni people, listen to the UN Finally, the Yemeni people do
Recently, I had the privilege to
bragging about the blood money not want this money or so-called
meet with and interview the
of hostile states?
“aid” from these criminal
Yemeni Ambassador in
states. They want these
Damascus, Naif Ahmed Al
Fifth, the UN effectively has a countries to leave them in peace.
Qanes. I had the opportunity to
duty to whitewash the image of
Yemen possesses wealth and
ask a few questions that are
these countries globally,
resources that will enable them
rarely discussed in a
portraying them as
to survive without such
compromised Western media
“humanitarians” despite their fraudulent “aid” which serves
cartel that, like the UN,
brutality and aggression
only to mislead public opinion
effectively conceals the ugly
towards the Yemeni people
in the West and to persuade the
underbelly of the UK/US proxy
which is ongoing. These
international community of the
neo-colonialist project in Yemen.
countries have committed
legitimacy of this genocidal
heinous crimes in Yemen.
aggression against Yemen.
These countries besiege and Indeed, the UN ostensibly
starve the Yemeni people leaving decries the starvation of children
us with thousands dead, many and widespread disease that
others suffering with curable thrives in the quagmire of
diseases exacerbated by the Yemen’s war. However, the UN
blockade. We have countless is complicit
civilians with chronic illnesses (https://21stcenturywire.com/2016/04/
that we cannot treat, including 03/yemen-un-whitewashing-saudicancer. Millions are suffering coalition-war-crimes-andwith psychological trauma. international-human-rights-violations/) Vanessa Beeley meets with Yemeni
More than 20 million Yemenis in the collective punishment of Ambassador to Damascus, Naif Ahmed
are impoverished by the policies the Yemeni people in its
Al Qanes. (Image: Vanessa Beeley)
of these countries, 80% of the continued adherence to
Resolution 2216 which is based My first question addressed the
population.
entirely upon the legitimacy of involvement of Israel in the war
fugitive President Mansour Hadi
11
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against Yemen. The Ambassador Iran would be the dominant
replied in depth:
regional force. An unacceptable
situation according to the results
Israel has been present since the of Zionist strategic studies and
first day of the aggression
analysis. Such 'think tanks' are
against Yemen. Israeli pilots
the guiding bodies for Israeli
participated directly in targeting policy and decision makers and
Yemeni air-defences to disable
form the basis of Zionist
them and prevent their use in regional ideology and strategy.
resisting this aggression.
Israel will protect the Gulf
Israel’s involvement has been
States, in particular Saudi
ongoing. Their military experts
Arabia, to avoid Iranian
and pilots are an integral part of supremacy. For this reason,
the UK/US-backed Saudi
Israel is participating in the
coalition. Israel actually lost a genocidal war against Yemen.
number of their pilots in the
targeting of our airbase in Asir.
The role of China in

beyond realism, liberalism and
internationalism. He has
bypassed all international
theorism so these analysts are
scrambling to define Trump’s
ideology and policy decisions.
Trump’s aggressive economic
strategy towards China has
forced her to revise her global
policy to protect herself.

The Chinese State Councillor,
Wang Yi, made a statement on
the 23rd November 2019 during
the G20 meeting in Japan. He
informed the Dutch Foreign
Minister that 'The United States
is broadly engaged in
Yemen - has there been a
The focus of the Israeli decision
unilateralism and protectionism,
change in policy?
makers, research centers and
and is damaging multilateralism
Zionist intelligence agencies is
and the multilateral trading
My second question to the
related to the southern section of
system. It has already become
Ambassador was concerning
the Red Sea, the Bab-el-Mandeb
the world’s biggest destabilizing
recent discussions between the
straits. After some degree of
factor.'
Yemeni Health Ministry and
normalisation with the Gulf
China which perhaps
States, Israel maintains a
Wang Yi also claimed that the
demonstrates a change in
historic enmity with Iran. Israel
US has deliberately suppressed
regional policy from China.
perceives the Ansarullah
legitimate Chinese businesses
China had previously been
popular resistance movement to
and has laid groundless charges
supplying drones to the Saudi
be a proxy of Iran and their
against them which is an act of
alliance. The Ambassador
control of the Bab El Mandeb
intimidation and state-bullying.
replied:
straits is tantamount to a
America is in the process of
stranglehold over the Zionist
distorting China’s image
Before we discuss China’s
regime.
worldwide.
discussions with the Minister of
Health, there are some very
Israel already feels threatened
I consider that these words from
important variables to point out.
by the envisaged Iranian
Wang Yi are indicative of the
expansionism in Iraq and Syria,
new Chinese political
The change in Chinese policy is
the northern crescent, and is
orientation.
caused by the conditions forced
determined to prevent the
upon them by American foreign
perceived completion of the
We, in Yemen, are facing such an
policy.
sphere of influence in the south,
American distortion project
through Ansarullah.
since the beginning of the war of
Researchers and analysts of
aggression against my country.
international relations are trying
Iran has control of the Hormuz
That is why China will now deal
to come up with a specific
Strait. If Iran gains control of
with us from the perspective that
theory to describe Trump’s
the Bab el Mandeb straits then
'the enemy of my enemy is my
foreign policy. Trump has gone
12
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friend'.

I asked the Ambassador which
countries he considered to be
There is another factor also. The allies of Yemen in their battle
US is currently weaponizing the against the neo-colonialist
Uighur extremists, present here projects led by the US, UK,
in Syria and in China, against Saudi Arabia, UAE and Israel.
the Chinese government. The so- The Ambassador responded:
called 'human rights' of the
Uighurs in China is being
Yemen is fighting a war against
deployed to criminalise the
a Gulf State coalition led by the
Chinese government while the US, UK, Israel and the EU. The
reality is that China is battling
same coalition that has been
extremism fomented by the US,
waging a war of aggression
just as Syria has been fighting it against Syria since 2011. These
for nine years.
two criminal war projects are
supported internationally
America traditionally uses the despite the reality that they are
Muslim Brotherhood as a
nothing more than neodestabilisation tool and in this colonialist campaigns aligned
case, the MB is being used to
with international terrorist
fuel such anti-China discourse
groups to achieve their
internationally.
destabilisation aims.

us, the leader of this axis. These
are our strategic allies in the
region and they provide logistic,
moral and media support for the
Yemeni resistance movement.
Our international allies are
those who also challenge the
imperialist projects in their
countries - Venezuela, DPRK
and all truly 'free' countries
around the world. I believe the
more countries that align to
defeat imperialism, the weaker
this project becomes.
Russia has a pivotal role inside
Syria but has played no role in
supporting Yemen. Of course,
we hope that Russia will
eventually balance their role
throughout the region and will
restore the much-needed
equilibrium to all Arab nations
and act as a necessary counter
to the US-led supremacy and
hegemony in our region.

As an aside, I have noticed
There has been a fundamental
many reports that the US may be change in American policy.
behind the spread of the
Previously the US would fight
Coronavirus. This is not as far- on behalf of her tools, now she
fetched as it may first appear.
deploys her tools to fight on
Saudi Arabia has been
behalf of the US and takes
The role of the UN in
responsible for the various
money in exchange for their
maintaining the
epidemics that have affected
engagement in wars
“humanitarian” blockade.
millions of Yemenis - the result
orchestrated by the US.
of manufactured viruses.
Within this equation, we
consider that the Axis of
Yemen’s allies in the axis
Resistance
is our strategic ally.
of Resistance.
Even if not present with us on
the battle frontlines, it is fighting
the same enemy on other fronts
as in Syria, for example.
Syria has confronted an
international 'world war' on its
territory. Hashd Al Shaabi in
Iraq and Hezbollah in Lebanon,
the genuine Palestinian
Yemeni Ambassador to Damascus, Naif resistance facing international
Ahmed Al Qanes. (Image: Vanessa
Zionist terrorism and Iran is, for
Beeley)
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Mona Relief 1/4/2016: Bani Quis,
Hajjah, Northern Yemen on border
with Saudi Arabia.

My final question to the
Ambassador brings us full circle
to the start of this article - the
UN involvement in the
collective punishment of the
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Yemeni people, a role they also
the Yemeni people does not
played previously in Iraq. The
reach its intended destination
Ambassador expanded on the
without being pillaged and
response from the Health
decimated by UN employees and
Ministry spokesperson:
donor organisations who benefit
from an estimated 80% of this
If we wish to understand the role 'aid'. Of the remaining 20%,
of the UN in this war, we have to much of the food arrives rotting
refer to the resolutions on
and inedible, not even suitable
Yemen. Resolutions based on the for animal consumption. This is
conditions of the aggression, not the role of the UN in Yemen.
on the reality of the catastrophic
humanitarian situation in
From our perspective, the best
Yemen.
of former UN envoys was Jamal
Benomar and the worst was
Resolution 2216 has effectively
Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmad.
legitimized every punitive
measure against the Yemeni
Jamal Benomar was adamant,
people since the beginning of
in 2015, that Yemenis were
the war in March 2015 - the reaching political resolution and
land, sea and air blockade.
that the Saudi aggression was
designed to disrupt Yemeni selfAll UN resolutions have had a
determination.
negative impact on Yemen. We
saw nothing but hollow rhetoric I was, personally, a member of
from the UN, meaningless
the political negotiating team.
appeals to 'lift the blockade' or The dialogue took place in the
to open the airport in Sanaa.
Movenpick Hotel under the
Thousands of people would have supervision of Benomar. One
been able to go abroad for
day before the unexpected Saudi
medical treatment, thousands of aggression, we had agreed on
lives would have been saved,
forming a political
thousands died because of this representative committee, the
criminal closure of a lifeline
Presidential committee, which
airport.
consisted of five members
representing the four major
Yemeni ports are subject to
political factions - Al Mushtarak
aggressive measures by the
(Joint Meeting Party JMP), AlSaudi coalition, food and
Mo’tamar (The General People’s
medicines cannot enter Yemen
Congress Party GPC),
without permission from the
Ansarullah and the Southern
aggressor countries, not from Movement. The President would
the UN. (My note: the UN
be nominated by the four
actually ensures further delays parties. We had agreed on the
through its 'Verification and mechanism and it was presumed
Inspection' mechanism).
that names would be
immediately submitted.
Humanitarian aid destined for
14

This was the day before the
Saudi campaign of aggression
was launched on the 25th March
2015.
The agreement stipulated that
these names should be provided
on the 25th March. Ansarullah,
GPC, the Arab Socialist Ba’ath
Party and the Federation of the
Yemeni Popular Forces
nominated and agreed upon the
former Yemeni President - Ali
Nasir Mohammad. The Muslim
Brotherhood factions and
Nasserists objected, so we
postponed the selection process
pending the nomination of their
preferred candidate. After each
party candidate nomination, we
decreed that if a decision could
not be agreed upon, we would
leave the choice to the UN to
decide between the two
candidates. It must be noted that
the majority, in addition to a
percentage of the Socialist Party
and the Southern Movement,
had agreed with our selection,
Ali Nasir Mohammad.
The appointment was scheduled
for the next day at 12pm. The
dawn of the same day, the Saudi
coalition began bombing Yemen.
Jamal Benomar included these
events in his UN briefing but
was ignored and the five year
campaign to obliterate Yemeni
infrastructure, history, culture
and heritage began, the five
year bloodshed of the Yemeni
people began and has
continued, unimpeded by the
UN, to this day.
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What will be the outcome on them militarily and their Brain (the smart mouse) what
of the US-led war against position is weaker than before. they were going to do tonight,
and The Brain would answer:
Yemen and the region?

I hope, for the sake of the
Yemeni people, that your
"The same thing we do every
To conclude our meeting I asked
analysis is proven correct.
night Pinky…try to take over the
the Ambassador what he
Yemen deserves peace and
world!"
believed would be the outcome
stability and to lift from its neck
of these wars being waged in the
the yoke of US-sponsored Saudi This quote goes through my
region, against progressive,
oppression and corruption.
head a lot when I’m reading the
socialist leaning, resource-rich
news or following Twitter or the
nations, by the neo-colonialist
Coronavirus: Brand like.
alliance dominated by the US
and Israel.
new problem, same The novel coronavirus is still all
anyone in the media is talking
old reaction
It is clear that Saudi Arabia and
about. While many bemoan the
the UAE want to exit from this
UK government’s inaction, other
war that is a drain on resources
governments are being far from
but they are not the decision
inactive. The “states of
maker - Washington and Telemergency” continue to spread,
Aviv determine the prolongation
and the lockdowns are getting
of this war and will maintain the
broader and stronger.
aggression until their desired
agenda is met.
Eventually, Boris Johnson will
likely be told he must “do
The US assassination of Qasem While the media hysteria over
something” enough that he’ll
Soleimani also catalysed change the pandemic is unprecedented,
behind the facade is a very cave and shut down all the
in the region, this criminal act
schools, ban public gatherings
familiar agenda
destabilised US supremacy in
and put army checkpoints up on
this region.
all the roads. Totally against his
Source: https://offguardian.org/2020/03/13/coronavirus- will, you understand. That
Today, we are witnessing the
brand-new-problem-same-oldabsolutely wasn’t the plan all
Iraqi people making their own
reaction/
along.
decisions and challenging the
By Kit Knightly
US occupation, demanding that
That seems to be the thing about
the US get out of Iraq. After the
this particular pandemic, it
There was a cartoon on TV
US is forced to depart, the
seems to be terribly terrifying
balance of power will shift and when I was little called Pinky
and yet only ever spurns people
the US presence in the region and The Brain, watched by small
to do stuff they would have been
children and ironically
will be severely reduced.
happy to do in the first place.
appreciated by culty (perhaps
It’s been pretty convenient.
All these factors might bring the stoned) teenagers alike. It
war in Yemen to an end. I am followed the wacky adventures
"How are we going to respond
optimistic that it will end in of two white mice living in a
to this crisis Brain?”
2020. The US and Saudi Arabia science lab.
“The same way we respond to
have attempted to escalate the
every crisis, Pinky…try to take
aggression to get the upper hand There was a running gag in the
over the world!”
in negotiations but the reality is show, at some point Pinky (the
that Yemen has turned the tables dumb mouse) would ask The
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Look at Bolivia, for example,
where a mighty three people
have reportedly tested positive.

must step in […] sustained As it is, they make do with this:
international pressure on the
Maduro government, including Actual voting can, and should,
targeted sanctions such as asset proceed with heavy emphasis on
Their interim government – the freezes and the cancellation of
mailed ballots.
result of a military coup against
visas for top Venezuelan
a democratically elected
officials. There should also be a Given the reported irregularities
President – has just declared a
push for international
surrounding Britain’s postal
state of national emergency.
accountability for crimes
ballots in last year’s general
Schools are closed. Public
including torture, given the election, and their historic ease
gatherings banned. They may
absolute lack of judicial
of fraud
even have to cancel the
independence in the country. (https://www.bbc.com/news/ukelections, scheduled for May this
politics-26520836), this is an
year. Won’t that be sad? I guess In another article, Foreign Policy interesting suggestion. (There
the unelected Junta will just
also suggests the pandemic
will come the idea, someday
have to keep running the country should be a reason to suspend
soon, that all future voting be
until the crisis is over. Darn.
the presidential election
done digitally from home, at
campaigning in the US. Opening which point any even slight
Oh, while we’re in the area, let’s the article with the foreboding democracy left in the US system
look in on Venezuela.
line:
will be entirely stamped out).
Though currently home to not
one single case of Covid19
(according to the statistics -

It’s time to ask, during a time of
plague, whether — and if so, in
what form — democracy can
https://www.worldometers.info/coronav
continue as usual.
irus/), Foreign Policy
nevertheless reports that
Which means no big crowds
Venezuela is a nightmare waiting chanting Bernie’s name, no
to happen:
televised debates where Biden
forgets where he is, and no lines
The collapsing medical system of voters being turned away
can’t handle a coronavirus
from the democrat primaries
outbreak on its own.
over “misunderstandings”.
And even, potentially, a global
threat:
Government actions that have
contributed to Venezuela’s
collapsing health care system
not only violate Venezuelans’
right to health, but they are now
a threat to global health.
The solution? Well…take a
guess:
The international community

The article even dances around
the idea of postponing the vote
itself. Voting “during a time of
plague” can have an impact on
the turnout and result, Laurie
Garrett argues. She stops short
of that, but only because
“Orange Man Bad”. If it was
Hillary in the White House, not
Trump, the media would already
have vociferously called for a
postponement of the election
altogether.

Elsewhere, the war on cash
(https://offguardian.org/2018/06/02/visapayment-crash-and-the-dangers-of-acashless-world/) is being spurred

on by the World Health
Organization, which is
suggesting people stop using
money because it carries disease
(https://eu.usatoday.com/story/money/
2020/03/06/coronavirus-covid-19concerns-over-usingcash/4973975002/).

Just as important as what we’re
being told we must do, is what
we’re being told we must not do.
For example, Trump’s decision
to suspend travel from 26 EU
nations was met with derision
(even though these same
publications were praising
“going medieval”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/28/
sunday-review/coronavirusquarantine.html) on pandemic

prevention previously). Is this
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just because it’s Trump? Or is it
because the idea of a nation
isolating itself for protection
plays into tropes of nationalism
and sovereignty that clash with
the open-border, globalist
agenda?

How much sense does that
make? Does quarantine work
domestically, but not
internationally?

Apparently it’s not safe to watch
a movie with a hundred
strangers, but sitting on a plane
It’s hard to say, since so many with them for 10 hours,
journalists would criticise World breathing (famously unhygienic
Peace or a cure for cancer if
- https://www.inc.com/bill-murphyjr/science-says-airplane-air-is-so-badTrump brought it about.
its-making-pilots-sick-and-maybefrequent-fliers-too.html) recycled

tech-firms-to-join-coronavirus-fight).

They’ll also be scrubbing
“misinformation” and “hoaxes”
from their platforms
(https://www.theverge.com/interface/2
020/3/5/21164683/covid-19-techresponse-facebook-google-twittermicrosoft-youtube-whatsapp). To

protect you. You’re welcome.
It’s funny, when you think about
it.

air It turns out in order to best
Perhaps one clue is found in
is perfectly fine. That seems
deal with the coronavirus we
France, where Macron has
entirely
irrational
to
me,
but
hey
need to ban large public
banned public gatherings (say
I’m no professor of health law. protests, introduce martial
goodnight, Gilets Jaunes) but
law, prevent socialists being
left his borders open, claiming
“viruses don’t carry passports” (My favourite quote from that elected in Bolivia, effect
article: “if people want to travel, regime change in Venezuela,
and warning against
they’ll find ways to do so.
stop using cash, vote digitally
“nationalism”. This is hard to
reconcile with the alleged danger Instead it’s best if people travel or by post, leave our borders
through official channels”,
wide open, censor the major
of the virus, given the fact he
shares a soft border with Italy. mostly because I’m not sure how social media networks and
you travel without using
start enforcing compulsory
“official channels”. He seems to vaccination
The CBC ran an article
(https://www.bostonglobe.com/2020/03
headlined Why travel bans won’t be suggesting that if Virgin
/05/opinion/coronavirus-maine-votework to stop spread of COVID- Atlantic turned me away from
my flight to JFK, I’d just grab a make-case-mass-vaccine-law/).
19, quoting Steven Hoffman,
kayak, head to the beach and
Professor of Health Law:
Which is very fortunate,
start paddling.)
because they wanted to do all
“[Travel bans] don’t work…
What else are you not supposed of that anyway.
They undermine the public
to do? Well, read misinformation
health response. They
undermine trust in governments of course. Sharing it can be
and violate international law in dangerous. Make sure you read
only officially sanctioned
the process.”
government information. Report
Interestingly, Hoffman uses the all perpetrators of click crime
and disinformation propagation.
same exact phrase, word for
word: “viruses don’t carry
passports”. I don’t know what
that means, if anything. I don’t
believe anyone ever suggested
viruses do carry passports, but
they don’t buy football tickets or
attend the theatre either.

Don’t worry. Facebook, Apple,
Microsoft, Twitter and Google
are all working with the state to
make sure you only get the
information the government
decides you need
(https://www.theguardian.com/busines
s/2020/mar/13/johnson-urges-top-uk-
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the country’s refugees Erdogan That’s the only way to get
doesn’t give a hoot about, just Erdogan’s attention. That’s what
himself and his revanchist aims. Russian warplanes have been
doing, notably against jihadists
Without support from the US,
when threatening government
NATO, Turkey, Israel, and the troops.
Source:
https://stephenlendman.org/2020/03/th Saudis, Syrian forces would
e-futility-of-russian-deals-withoverrun and eliminate jihadists In late February at the UN
erdogan/
throughout the country,
Human Rights Council in
especially with help from
Geneva, Sergey Lavrov called
By Stephen Lendman
Russian airpower to defeat the agreeing to a truce in Idlib
scourge they represent.
would amount to surrendering to
The US, Israeli, and Turkish
and emboldening jihadist
regime under Erdogan can never
Aheads of Thursday talks with extremism.
be trusted.
Erdogan in Moscow, Putin said
“we always have something to The only viable option is
Time and again they agree to
talk about, but now the situation eliminating them in Idlib and
one thing, then go another way
in the Idlib zone has escalated throughout Syria, Russia’s
— falsely blaming others for
so much that this requires our involvement since September
their bad faith.
face-to-face conversation,”
2015 aiming to achieve this
adding:
objective.
Numerous times before in
Astana and Sochi, Erdogan
“We must definitely discuss
Moscow and Ankara are on
agreed to establish a
everything, the entire situation opposite sides of the conflict,
demilitarized zone in Idlib
we have today, so that similar
nothing likely to change their
province Syria, free from
things never happen again and positions.
jihadists.
so that it does not destroy
Russian-Turkish relations, which Erdogan showing up at the
Russia fulfilled its obligations.
we — and I know that you too — Kremlin hat in hand on
So did Syria, not Turkey by
treat carefully and prize highly.” Thursday may be to seek a
continuing to arm and otherwise
graceful way out of the mess he
support al-Nusra and likeminded
Whatever both leaders agreed to made, escalation he can’t win as
terrorists in the province, along
on Thursday won’t mean a thing long as Russian support for
with giving them safe haven in
as long as Turkish forces
Syrian forces continues.
Turkish territory.
continue arming and otherwise
supporting jihadists in Syria,
On Wednesday ahead of his
They used the demilitarized zone
along with illegally occupying Thursday meeting with Putin,
and so-called Turkish
its territory.
Russian Defense Ministry
observation posts to attack
spokesman General Igor
Syrian forces, civilians, and
Hopefully Putin demanded these Konashenkov slammed him,
Russia’s Khmeimim airbase in
actions end, accepting nothing saying:
the country.
less, backing his rhetoric by
continuing to smash US/Turkish “The fortified areas of the
Four times since August 2016,
supported al-Nusra and other
terrorists have merged with the
Turkish forces invaded northern
terrorists in Idlib until the
Turkish observation posts
Syrian territory — acts of
province and all Syrian territory deployed under the 2018 Sochi
aggression on the phony pretexts
is free from their scourge.
agreement,” adding:
of protecting national security
and establishing a safe zone for

The Futility of
Russian Deals with
Erdogan
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“Attacks and mass artillery fire
on neighboring civilian
settlements and the Russian
airbase at Khmeimim turned
from sporadic to daily.”
The US, West, Turkish, and prowar UN are dismissive about the
“humanitarian situation around
Idlib,” despite piously
pretending otherwise, fooling no
one.

compromise should be made on continuing conflict as well, more
defeating the scourge of
of the same is highly likely
terrorism and ending US/Turkish ahead — Damascus falsely
occupation of Syrian territory. blamed for their aggression.
Not in Moscow Thursday or
The same pattern repeated time
anywhere else any time ahead is again since 2012 peace talks in
acceptable.
Geneva.

The only way to approach
Is this time different?
disease is by treating it to restore
wellness.
Not a chance as long as the
Trump, Netanyahu and Erdogan
“All of Russia’s official requests The only way to deal with a
regimes want endless war to
to the UN and Western countries scourge is by smashing it —
advance their imperial aims.
– who delivered humanitarian diplomacy with hostile regimes
aid across the Turkish border
like the US, Israel and Turkey a Coronavirus: Civil
and all of it went not to
waste of time.
Liberties Once
refugees, but to terrorists –
remained unanswered.”
A Final Comment
Given Away, Won’t

Come Back

“All we heard were the
lamentations about the need to
‘preserve the Sochi agreements
at all costs.’ ”

On Thursday, Putin and Erdogan
publicly agreed to establish a
ceasefire in Idlib province —
effective midnight March 6.

Western media pretend cutthroat
killer jihadists are “moderates.”
All belligerent opposition forces
are terrorists.

A 6-km-wide security corridor
will be established along the
existing line of contact between
Syrian and hostile forces.

Establishment media support
Erdogan regime aggression in
northern Syria, using jihadists as
proxy troops, aided by Turkey’s
military.

Apparently no agreement was
reached on ending illegal
Turkish occupation of Syrian
territory or how the scourge of
US/Turkish supported jihadists
in Idlib will be eliminated.

The Trump regime offered to
supply Ankara with munitions to
kill Syrian forces and civilians,
wanting forever war continued
— the same policy followed in
all US war theaters.

Since the first days of the
Like always before, Russian and COVID19 outbreak, the UK
Syrian forces can be relied on to mainstream media has
fulfill their obligations.
demonstrated a level of hysteria
rarely seen. On point has been
The Erdogan regime is another the Daily Mail, with a constant
matter entirely — never to be
barrage emotive headlines
trusted.
warning of ‘killer diseases’ and
‘deadly bugs’.
Breaching all previous ceasefire
agreements, jihadists it supports

Whatever Putin, Erdogan, and
officials of both countries say
publicly about what was
discussed Thursday, no
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Source:
https://www.ukcolumn.org/blogs/coron
avirus-civil-liberties-once-given-awaywon%E2%80%99t-come-back

By Mike Robinson
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year. Somewhat higher than the 1- policies which they have been
3% estimate for COVID19.
trying to convince us of for some
time.
Yet
we
have
no
calls
for
mass
This is still somewhat of an
In this, the corporate media is
unknown. At the time of writing, quarantine
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world- once again fully complicit. Those
there have been 106,465
media commentators who seem to
reported cases with 3,600 deaths middle-east-51787238), bans on
international travel, cancellations of have lost their minds the most are
and 60,228 full recoveries.
sporting events, closure of schools given free reign to ask what price
and universities or the shutdown of we are willing to pay to save the
Mortality seems, from the
lives of those who will be dead
the global economy
figures released so far, to be
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business- soon anyway, or to argue

But just how deadly is
COVID19?

around 3%. But the UK’s Chief
51706225) for flu or TB.
Medical Officer suggests that at
the end of the day it will be more Not all areas of the global economy
like 1%
are suffering, by the way. The
(https://news.sky.com/story/live-boris- vaccine industry seems to be doing
johnson-set-out-governmentscoronavirus-plans-11948423).

(https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/cor
onavirus-has-a-silver-liningcz8wpc6xj) that the virus “kills

mostly the old who, let’s face it, are
more likely to be climate sceptics”.

very well as the search for a
‘lucrative jab hots up’

Such comment is clever
(https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/ne psychology: so offensive to the
majority that it drives the demands
So COVID19 does seem to have ws/coronavirus-vaccine-racefor ‘something to be done’.
volunteers-to-be-infected-in-the-uka higher mortality rate than
ck0s72x8k).
influenza, assuming all
infections are being reported.
Some suggest that a significant Justification for the
number of cases are not being disproportionate response to
reported because in many people COVID19 comes from the
precautionary principle. Indeed, we
the symptoms are so slight,
have to pray for the precautionary
which might explain the
principle
apparent discrepancy between
(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/04/
the mortality figures we’ve seen
opinion/coronavirus-science.html),
so far and Professor Whitty’s
according to one opinion columnist
estimate.
in the New York Times.

Of the 3,600 deaths of
Yet while governments globally
COVID19 reported globally, 2 have been quick to jump on the
have been from the people living precautionary principle to deal with
in the UK. By comparison,
COVID19, in other policy areas
6,600 people died from
(https://www.theguardian.com/technol
ogy/2019/jul/28/rollout-of-5g-and-theinfluenza in the UK in 2019 not an exceptional year by any risk-of-harm), the precautionary
means, and anywhere between principle seems to be ...
290,000 and 650,000 globally. inconvenient.
It should be clear, then, that
rather than acting through
concern for public health,
(https://www.who.int/gho/tb/epidemic/c governments are using a hyped
up ‘pandemic’ to drive forward
ases_deaths/en/), resulting in an
with the types of anti-civil liberty
estimated 1.3 million deaths. Each
Annually there are something like
10 million new Tuberculosis
infections reported
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Combined with Daily Mail
inspired fear-porn, such
inflammatory coverage, amplified
on social media, is building the
public consent needed to drive
through restrictions on civil
liberties which could very quickly
be reminiscent of Soviet Russia.
Michael Portillo recently claimed

(https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m0
00fvzx) that democracies will not
tolerate draconian restrictions in the
longer term. But in the present
political climate, with a public
left compliant following a three
year Brexit battering, it would
perhaps be wise to take a more
objective look at COVID19
before we hand our governments
the level of control over our lives
they seem to be increasingly
hungry for.
If history tells us anything, it’s
that once a government claims
power, it rarely willingly gives it
back.

